Speaker Excellence Awards – 2000 Spring Conference

Gold Medal Sessions

Randall Munson
• What's All This Stuff About Objects in OS/400?
• Success through Creativity!
• The Serious Business of Humor!
• Transform Your Data Into Power! Data Warehousing
• Turn Change into Dollars!
• Uh-oh, It's OO!

Robert Tipton
• Healing the Angel Within
• Breaking Out of Your Comfort Zone

Silver Medal Sessions

Bob Cozzi
• RPG IV the 'D' Spec

John Earl
• Vendor Inflicted Security Schemes: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

Susan Gantner
• LAB: V4 RPG IV

Wayne Madden
• Making Time for Change

Randall Munson
• Magic of Work Management Exposed!

Jon Paris
• LAB: V4 RPG IV
• LAB: Advanced ILE Features

Jim Sloan
• Portrait of an Artist: Manet

Frank Soltis
• AS/400 Future

Robert Tipton
• Top 10 Mega-Issues in IT Today
• e-Business: A Radically New Economy, or a Tempest in a Teapot?

Greg Veal
• CU: Advanced CL Techniques for Programmers (Lesson 4)
Blair Wyman
- Inside the AS/400 JVM

Larry Youngren
- Striving for Optimal Journal Performance
- Remote Journal: It's Not Just for Database Anymore

Bronze Medal Sessions

Dr. Russell Barnes
- Getting Project Management Magic from 9 Golden Questions
- 9 Golden Questions: e-Project Management

Al Barsa
- ABC's of AS/400 System Management

David Boutcher
- CU: Database Processing with Java (Lab 2)
- AS/400 Oddities: IFS Security

Alison Butterill
- Embedding SQL into Application Programs

Micheal Cain
- AS/400 Data Warehouse Methodology

Robin Clark
- Notes/Domino Application Development Overview

Phil Coulthard
- SEMINAR: Java

Wayne Evans
- Making the Move to Resource Security and Beyond

George Farr
- SEMINAR: Java

Susan Gantner
- LAB: Advanced ILE Features

Tom Hadley
- Advanced IP Routing and Addressing Techniques

Ron Harvey
- RPG Jeopardy

Laura Knapp
- Advanced IP Routing and Addressing Techniques
Kelvin Lawrence
- Intro to Parsing and Processing XML Documents in Java

Wayne Madden
- The Five Keys to Being Human

Skip Marchesani
- DB2 UDB: Advanced SQL Functions
- DB2 UDB: Introduction to Triggers
- DB2 UDB: Using Predictive Query Governor

Randall Munson
- Turn Change into Dollars!
- Transform Your Data Into Power! Data Warehousing
- Year 2000: Will You Survive?

Jon Paris
- RPG IV: the Power of Prototyping
- LAB: RPG IV Using Procedures

Trevor Perry
- Get a Life!

Becky Schmeiding
- PC5250 Error Recovery, Tracing and Miscellaneous
- PC5250 Printer Emulation Basics

John Sears
- Client Server Considerations and Performance

Tim Simek
- Accessing Your Creative Power

Greg Veal
- CU: Advanced CL Techniques for Programmers (Lesson 3)
- AS/400 Message Handling: The Sequel

Clauss Weiss
- LAB: GUI Subfile Programming with VisualAge RPG
- GUI Subfile Programming with VisualAge RPG